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Abstract
In this study, we are going to deal with the difficulties
encountered on the syntactic and semantic levels on the sentential
level as far as the translation of redundant particles in the Glorious
Qur`an into English.And how can we keep the emphasized meaning
of these particles in the Source Language (SL) text throughout
translating them into the Target Language (TL) text.Therefore,The
study aims at finding the syntactic and semantic features of the
redundant particles in the Glorious Qur`an. It also showing how
these particles are realized in English and finally suggesting
approximate rendering for the ayas under discussion at necessary .
On this ground, the study makes use of ten Qur`anic texts and three
authorized copies of Qur’an’s translation. The results obtained have
shown the validity of the hypotheses
Hypotheses:
The study is hypothesized that there is no one –to –one
corresponding in translating the redundant particles from Arabic
into English from the syntactic point of view.It also hypothesized
that the context is essential in the process of translating redundant
particles since English and Arabic realize it differently.
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Introduction:
Undoubtedly, each word and each letter in the Glorious
Qur’an has been used purposefully and skillfully )79 (فٙ"فّفب " اٌى
ا ٌٗ ٔمبفبِٛب اسخطبعٚ ٖٚسٙظ٠ ْا أٛاسطبع. AL-Samirraiy (2007: 75) says that
climbing up the dam, which is made of iron and silver, is too easy
than punching it.For this reason,  ثis not used with (اٛ)اسفطبع
whereas,it is used with (اٛ اسفخطبع. In other words,  ثis dropped
with the easy action (climbing up) and is kept with the long and
hard action (punching). Arab grammarians have mentioned that the
redundant particles are syntactic devices usually used to emphasize
and strengthening the meaning of a sentence. we could dispense
them because they have no relation with the noun in the genitive
case. Syntactically, there are two kinds of redundant particles. The
ْ
first includes the prepositions (ٓ)ِف,
(  )اٌبفبand ( )اٌىفب.The second
includes the negative particle ()ِفب. Functionally, the prepositions
effect the noun in the genitive case verbally while the noun keeps its
syntactic functions (Abdulhameed : Vol.2 : 1965:7 and Ghaiti :
(UD : 275).On this basis, we are going to deal with the taxonomy of
redundant particles, the model adopted and analysis of texts.
Taxonomy of Redundant Particles :
There are two types of redundant particles :
1. The first type includes the prepositions (ٓ ِفMin,
and  اٌىبKaf).
2. The second type includes the negative particle  ِبma.

 اٌبفبBa

_______________________________________
Nida` S. Omar /Registration`s office/ College of Medicine /University of Mosul.
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1. 1. ( الباءBã) : Originally it is a preposition and it is also used as a
redundant particle in certain cases :
When it is introduced the subject or object of the verb ٝ( وففto
be enough, to suffice) to show and emphasize the relation between
them, or subject of a nominal clause.
اعظبٚ ثٌّٛ ببٝ وف: ِثبي
Death is sufficient preacher
ه بّحّد١٘ ٔب: ِثبي
It’s enough to mention Muhammad.
In like manner it is said to be redundant when it is introduced
subject of the verb of surprise or when it is prefixed certain words
such asٓ١) عف, (  )ٔففwhich are usually used in the coordination in
meaning.
د٠ أفضً بص: ِثبي
How excellent Zaid is ?
ٗ البً ِحّد بٕفس: ِثبي
Muhammad came himself .
To add, the redundant particle (  )اٌبفبis also introduced predicate
or predicate preceded by the negative particle ()ِب, ( ١ٌ).
 اٌصبدق بّٕبفك١ٌ : ِثبي
Faithful is not a hypocrite
) ٕ9 ٔٛ٠
" َبٍِِّٙئَ ٍت بِ ِّ ْث١" َجصَا َس: ِثبي
" the recompense of an evil is the like thereof "
(AL-Hilali and khan (trans), 2007 : 274)
1. 2. ( الكءفalkãf) : it is used by the grammarians ٗ١( ٌٍخشبto compare
one object with another). Sometimes It is used redundantly along
with the word (ً )ِثas in :
(ٔٔ : ٜزٛاٌش
" ٌ ْٟ  َ َو ِّ ْثٍِ ِٗ َش١ْ ٌَ "
" There is nothing like him "
(AL-Hilali and khan (trans), 2007:655)
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AL-Rummani (2008 : 23) has displayed the opinion of
grammarians about this aya and supported the opinion that uses
(kãf) as assertive redundant particle and the word (ً )ِثis the
predicate of ( ١ٌ).
1. 3. ْ( ِمنMin) : Basrah grammarians have drawn of conditions for
using
(ْٓ ِِ ) as redundant particle.
1. It should be preceded by the negative particles or interrogatives
put in a negative sense.
2. The noun which is in the genitive case should be an indefinite,
subject or object of a verbal clause, subject of a nominal clause.
 ِٓ احدٟٔ  ِب جب: ِثبي
No one came to me.
(AL-Muradi: 1992 :317-318, and AL-Samirraiy :2007:vol :371)
2. ( مءMa) : Arab grammarians have distinguished between two
types of (  ِبma) which is used as redundant.
2.1. The first does not use to emphasize the meaning and is called
ّ ,ْأ
ّ ْوأ
ّ
( ِب اٌىبفتthe hindering ma). It is appended to ( ْإ
, ًّ ٌع, (,ج١ٌ
and hinders their regimen. In other words, the governing power
does not extend beyond itself ( )ِب اٌىبفتand hence their noun is put in
the nominative.
َإّّٔب ِحّد لبد
Mohammad is coming.
Also,  ِبma would be hindered when it is prefixed to ّزة
followed by either a nominal or a verbal clause.
د٠ شٟٔ زبّّب جب
many a time has zaid come to me
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2.2.The second type is used to emphasize the meaning and is called
( س اٌىبفت١ ِب غthe unhindering ma). It is often appended to the
prepositions (ْٓ َِ , ٓع, )اٌببand does not hinder their regimen.
) ٔ٘٘ إٌسب
" ُْ َُٙثَبل١ِِّ ُِٙ ض
ِ  " َفبِ َّب َٔ ْم: ِثبي
" Because of their breaking the covenant"
( ِAL
–Hilali and khan (trans), 2007 : 134)
ِ
It sometimes occurs as assertive redundant particle when it is
appended to the conditional particles ( أ ِّب,ّٕب٠ أ,ثّب١ )حand the
ّ ,ًَّ  ٌع,ْأ
ّ , ْإ
ّ ).Hence
particles which resemble the verb such as (...,ْوأ
their noun is put in the accusative
َداً لبد٠إّّٔب ش: ِثبي
Zaid is only coming
The model adopted
Religious texts have the characteristic of sacredness,which is
based on faith. Either the message or the word or both are believed
to be holy.In the glorious Qur`an the message and the words
expressing the message are sacred.Therefore, the translator of the
religious text has to believe and sympathize with the message
expressed in the text(Aziz and Lataiwish) . Newmark (1982:7)
mentions two types of translation : semantic translation and
communicative translation. In this study we are going to adopt the
communicative translation because it is smoother, simpler,clearer
and more direct.
Text Analysis :
In the following ten Quranic aya involving redundant
particles of Arabic with three renderings of each has been explained.
Each aya is analyzed in a separate table showing the structure of the
aya with redundant particle it has. The interpretations, renderings
and the model of the translation adopted by each translation has
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been shown. Finally, a proposed translation will be given at
necessary.
SL Text (1) :
)ٕ٘ : حٛٔ

" ًا َٔبزاٍُٛا فَأ ُ ْد ِخُٛ ُْ أُ ْغ ِسلِٙ ِئَبح١ " ِِ َّّب خَ ِط: ِثبي

TL Texts :
1. "Because of their sins they were drowned "
(Nuh :25) (Saheeh international (trans),. 1997 : 831.)
2.." For whatever offenses (they committed) they were drowned "
(Ghali : (trans), 2005 : 571)
3. ". "Because of their sins they were drowned "
(AL-Hilali and khan (trans), .2007 : 793)
Analysis of text (1) :
SL Text

No. of
Translation

TL Text

1

Because of

2

Whatever

Semantic

communicative

ِّب
Redundant
preposition
Particle
↓
ُٙئبح١خط
↓
 اث+ ئت١خط
( ٌُجّع ِؤٔث سب
Noun
+
Possessive
pronoun ُ٘

+

+
+

3

Because of
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Interpretation :
This aya indicates that the disbelievers were gone to the fire
because of their sins and disobeying their prophet. This meaning has
been expressed metaphorically by using (اٛ)اغسل. The redundant
particles ( )ِبhas confirmed this metaphorical meaning. The
implicated meaning is (اٛئخبُ٘ اغسل١)ِٓ خط. (Ibn – katheer 2004 :
VoL.8 :151)
Discussion :
The SL text contains the preposition (ِٓ) and the redundant
particle ( )ِبwhich indicates insufficiency. The noun (ُٙئبح١ )خطwhich
is in the genitive case consists of three parts. The first is the noun
(ئت١ )خطplus the feminine plural (ت+ )أplus the possessive pronoun
(ُ٘) . The purpose of the redundant particle ( )ِبis to emphasize the
meaning of the aya. The analysis of the text reveals that Quranic
text has influenced choosing a suitable equivalents.This seems
obviously in rendering no. 1 and 3 which is realized by the
equivalent (because of). Rendering no. 2 is realized by the pronoun
(whatever). Translator no.2 has adopted semantic translation,
whereas translator no.1 and 3 have adopted communicative
translation. We agree with rendering no. 1 and 3.
SL Text (2) :
)ٗٓ : ِْٕٛاٌّؤ
" ٓ١ِٔبد
ّٓ ُصبِ َح١ٌَ ً١ٍل
ٍ  " لبي ّع ِّب: ِثبي
ِ
TL Texts:
1. Allah said " after while, they will surely become regretful "
(AL- Mu-minun : 40) (saheeh international (trans),1997 :
464).
2. Said he " In a little while indeed they will definitely become
remorseful "
(Ghali (trans), 2005 : 344)
3. Allah said " In a little while they are sure to be regretful "
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(AL-Hilali and khan (trans (, 2007 : 458)
Interpretation :
Allah, in this aya, asserts that disbelievers would be regretful
because they disobey and deny prophet. This meaning has been
confirmed by the additional particle ()ِب. the implicated meaning is
(ٓ١ِصبحٓ ٔبد١ٌ ً١ٍ)عٓ ل.(Ibn- Katheer: 2004:VoL : 5 :247)
Analysis of Text (2) :
SL Text
No. of
TL Text Semantic communicative
Translation
لبي
Past (v.)
1
-+
+
عّب
___________
↓
↓
redundant
preposition
Particle
2
-+
+
ً١ٍل
Adv. In genitive
case
+
3
-+
َاٌال
Lam of swearing
+
صبح٠
Present (v.)
+
ٍت١د اٌثم١وّْٛ اٌخ
+
ٓ١ِٔبد
Noun in the
objective case
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Discussion :
This aya contains three confirming particles. The first is the
redundant particle ( )ِبwhich is preceded by the preposition (ٓ)ع
and makes (ً١ٍ )لthe adverb of time in genitive case. The second
particle is ُ الَ اٌمسLam of swearing attached the present verb (صبح٠).
The third particle is ٍت١د اٌثم١وٛ ّْ اٌخwhich makes the present verb
(صبح٠) indicates the future. The word (ٓ١ِ )ٔبدconsists of two parts.
the first is the noun (َ )ٔبدplus the (ْٛٔ + ب٠) which refer to the
masculine plural The analysis of the text reveals that all renderings
have dropped the redundant particle. We agree with rendering no.1.
SL Text (3) :
)ٔ٘7 : ْآي عّسا

ّ َِِّٓ  " فَبِ َّب َزحْ َّ ٍت: ِثبي
" ُْ ٌَُٙ َّللاِ ٌِٕج

TL Texts:
1. "So by mercy of Allah (O Muhammad) you were lenient
with them ".
( ِAli
– Imran : 159) (saheeh international (trans), 1997 :
ِ
89)
2. " so it was by (some) mercy from Allah that you have been
lenient with them "
(Ghali (trans), 2005 : 71)
3. " and by the mercy of Allah, you dealt with them gently"
(AL – Hilali and khan (trans) 2007 : 97)
Interpretation :
The aya indicates the violation of prophet’s commands in the
battle of Uhd by his army.In spite of all that prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him) was so kind with them.The implicated meaning
is (ٌُٙ )فبسحّت ِٓ ّللا ٌٕج. (AL- Sabuni : 1981 : voL.4: 61).
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Analysis of Text (3) :
SL Text
No. of
Translation
فبّب
↓
↓
↓
1
ِب
اٌبب
اٌفب
redundant
preposition
Particle
2
+
زحّت
Noun in genitive
3
case
+
ِٓ
Preposition
+
ّللا
Noun in genitive
case
+
ْ الPast (v.)
+
ث
second person
Pronoun
+
ٌُٙ
ُ٘
َاٌال
↓
↓
Possessive
preposition
pronoun

TL
Text

Semantic

__

+

some

+

__

+
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Discussion :
The SL text contains three particles. These are : the
conjunction (  )اٌففبplus the preposition (  )اٌبفبplus the redundant
particle()ِفب. Preposition (  )اٌبفبgovern the noun ( )زحّفتwhich is in the
genitive case because ( )ِفبhere indicates insufficiency . The glorious
word ( )ّللاis also in genitive case because of the preposition (ٓ) ِِ ْف.
ّ ٌِ) consists of the past verb (ْ )الplus the second person
The verb (ٕفج
pronoun ()ث. The word (ُفٌٙ) consists of the preposition َ اٌفالplus the
possessive pronoun (ُ)٘فف. The analysis of the text shows that
rendering no. 2 is realized by the pronoun (some), whereas
rendering no.1 and 3 are realized by nothing. The translations have
rendered the SL text semantically. A proposed translation is " By
mercy of Allah, you were lenient with them ".
SL Text (4) :

ّ َِِٓ َ " َِب ٌَه:ِثبي
" س١
ِ ٔ َالَٚ ٍّٟ ٌَِٚ ِِٓ ِّللا
ٍ َص

)ٕٔٓ : اٌبمسة

TL Texts:
1. "You would have against Allah no protector or helper"
(AL-– Baqarah : 120) (Saheeh international (trans): 1997 : 22)
2. "In no way will you have from Allah either a constant patron or a
ready vindicator "
(Ghali) (trans), 2005, 19)
3 " then you would have against Allah neither any wali (protector or
guardian) nor any helper”
(AL- –Hilali and khan (trans),: 2007 : 23)
Interpretation :
Christians and Jews demand an intermission from
Muhammad (peace be upon him) as a chance to intervene in Islam.
Allah prevents his prophet to do that because they want him to
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follow their religion. Allah told his prophet if he did that no one
could protect him from Allah. This meaning has been affirmed by
the redundant particle (ِٓ). The implicated meaning is ( ّللا
ِ ّ َِِٓ ََِب ٌَه
س١
– katheer 2004 : VoL.1 : 195 and AL-Zajjaj 2005 :
ِ ٔ َالَٚ ٍّٟ ٌِٚ).(Ibn
َ
ٍ َص
178).
Analysis of Text (4) :
SL Text
ِب
Negative
particle
+
ٌه
↓
ن

No. of
Translation

TL
Text

1

no

Semantic

+

↓
َاٌال

Pronoun
preposition
+
ِٓ
Preposition
+
ّللا
noun
+
ِٓ
redundant particle
+
ٌٟٚ
Subject in genitive
case
+
ٚ
conjunction
+
ت١ال إٌبف
Negative particle

2

Either

+

3

Neither
+
any

+
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+
س١ٔص
Noun in genitive
case

Discussion :
This aya contains particles and prepositions. The aya is
introduced by the negative particle ()ِب. The word ( )ٌهconsists of
the preposition َ اٌالand the possessive pronoun ()ن. The glorious
word ( )ّللاnoun is in genitive case because of the preposition (ِٓ).
The second (ِٓ) is redundant particle plus the subject (ٌٟٚ) which is
in genitive case verbally. (ٚ) is a conjunction and  الis negative
particle. The noun س١ ٔصis in genitive case. The analysis of the text
reveals that rendering no.2and 3 is realized by the conjunction
(either), (neither + any), whereas rendering no.1is realized by the
negative particle (no). The translators have rendered the text
semantically. A proposed translation is "you would have of Allah no
patron or helper ".
SL Text (5) :
ٖ: فبطس

َّ  ُس١ْ ك َغ
" ّللاِ ؟
ٍ ٌِ " ًَْ٘ ِِ ْٓ خَ ب:ِثبي

TL Texts:
1. " Is there any creator other than Allah "
(Fatir : 3) (Saheeh international (trans), 1997 : 603)
2.. “ Is there any creator other than Allah “
(Ghali (trans), 2005 : 434)
3 " Is there any creator other than Allah "
(AL- Hilali and khan (trans),2007 : 584)
Interpretation :
This aya is a rhetorical question. It negates to be any creator
َّ  ُس١ْ ك َغ
other than Allah. The implicated meaning is (ِّللا
ٍ ٌِ)ًَْ٘ ِِ ْٓ خَ ب.
(AL-Sabuni :1981:Vol.22: 66)
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Analysis of Text (5) :
SL construction
ً٘
Interrogative
particle
+
ِٓ
redundant particle
+
خبٌك
Subject in genitive
case
+
 ُس١غ
Predicate
+
ّللا
noun In genitive
case

no. of
TL
Translation construction

Semantic

1

any

+

2

any

+

3

any

+

communicative

Discussion :
As we have mentioned earlier the aya is a rhetorical question
preceded by the interrogative particle (ً٘). The redundant particle
(ِٓ) serves to assert the meaning of the negation that no creator
other than Allah. The word ( )خبٌكis the subject of the nominal
clause and in genitive case verbally. (س١ )غis the predicate of the
nominal clause and the glorious word ( )ّللاis in genitive case. The
analysis of the text reveals that all renderings are realized by the
pronoun (any). All translations are identical. We agree with all .
SL Text (6) :
ٕٓ : اٌصخس
" ٍُ ٍْ ُُ بِ َرٌِهَ ِِ ْٓ ِعٌَٙ ْ َشب اٌسَّحْ َُّٓ َِب َعبَ ْدَٔبُُ٘ َِّبٌَٛ اٌُٛلَبَٚ ") ِثبي
:
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TL Texts:
1. And they said " If the most merciful had willed we would not have
worshipped them. They have of that no knowledge "
(AL-Zukhruf : 20) (Saheeh international (trans), 1997:690)
2. And they said " If the all – merciful (so) decided. In no way would
we have worshiped them.In no way do they have any knowledge of
that "
(Ghali (trans), 2005: 490)
3. And they said " if it had been the will of the almost Gracious (Allah),
we should not have worshipped them (false deities). “ They have no
knowledge whatsoever of that "
(AL-Hilali and khan (trans),2007:665)
Interpretation :
Disbelievers in a sarcastic style claimed their worship of idol and
angles was to Allah `s satisfaction. The aya indirectly sheds light on the
fate which needs plentiful of knowledge because it is a controversial
matter. Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) had prohibited that.
Allah negates a little knowledge of them and asserts this meaning by
using the redundant particle (ِٓ). The implicated meaning is
(ٍُُ برٌه عٌٙ)ِب. (AL-Sabuni : 1981 VoL.25 : 42 – 44 and AL-Samiraiy
2007 : 138)
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Analysis of Text (6) :
SL Text
ِب
Negative particle
+
َاٌال
Preposition
+
ُ٘
Plural pronoun
+
اٌبب
Preposition
+
ذٌه
Demonstrative
+
ِٓ
redundant
particle
+
ٍُع
Noun
Subject in
genitive case

No. of
Translation

TL
Text

Semantic

1

__

+

2

any

+

3

__

+

communicative

Discussion :
The SL text preceded by the negative particle ()ِب. (ٌُٙ) consists
of the preposition َ اٌالplus the possessive pronoun ُ٘. (  )اٌببis a
preposition and the demonstrative  ذٌهis in genitive case. The
redundant particle ِٓ has preceded the subject of the nominal clause
ٍُ عwhich is in the genitive case verbally. The analysis of the text
reveals that rendering no. 1and 3 have dropped the additional particle
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ِٓ, whereas rendering no. 2 is realized by (any). Translators have
rendered the text semantically. We agree with rendering no.3.
SL Text (7) :
ٔٔ : ٜزٛ ٌ " اٌشْٟ  َ َو ِّ ْثٍِ ِٗ َش١ْ ٌَ " : ِثبي
TL Texts:
1. " There is nothing like unto him "
(AL – Shura : 11) (Saheeh international (trans), 1997 : 680)
2. " There is not any thing like him (whatsoever) "
(Ghali) (trans),2005 :484)
3. " There is nothing like him "
(AL-Hilali and khan (trans), 2007 : 655)
Interpretation :
The aya negates any similarity of Allah because Allah is unique of
his words and deeds. This meaning has been affirmed by the redundant
particle (kaf).The implicated meaning is (ٍٗ ِثٟ ش١ٌ). In contrast to
that needs a proven similarity of Allah which is impossible. (ALSabuni :1981.vol.25 : 23-24 and AL-Akhfash:2002 : 194)
Analysis of Text (7) :
SL Text
١ٌ
Particle
indicates
negation
+
اٌىب
Redundant
particle
+
ٍِٗث

No. of
Translation

TL
Text

Semantic

1

--

+

2

--

+

3

--

+
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Predicate of ١ٌ
In genitive case
+
ٟش
Noun of ١ٌ

Discussion :
The SL text consists of the redundant particle (kaf) preceded by
the defective verb ١ٌ . The predicate of ١ٌ is in the genitive case ٍٗوّث
. The noun of ١ٌ here is ٟش. The analysis of text shows all renderings
have dropped the additional particle
(kaf(in the TL text. We believe that rendering no.3 is more accurate .
SL Text (8) :
ٕ٘7 : اٌبمسة

".....َ ٍت٠ ْ لَسٍَٝ َِ َّس َعْٞ َوبٌَّ ِرَٚ " أ: ِثبي

TL Texts(8) :
1.. " Or (consider such as example) as the one who passed by own ship"
(AL-Baqarah : 259) (Saheeh international (trans),
1997 : 54)
2. " Or (such as) he who passed by a town "
(Ghali(trans), 2005 : 43)
3. " Or like the one who passed by a town "
(AL- Hilali and khan (trans), 2007 : 58)
Interpretation :
This aya talks about Uzayer who passed by a town completely
destroyed because of its bad deed. He asked himself how could Allah
recreate this town again ? Then Allah died him one century to be
example for people. (Ibn- katheer: 2oo4 : voL:1 : 366).
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Analysis of Text (8) :
SL Text
ٚا
Conjunction
+
اٌىب
redundant
particle
+
ٞاٌر
Relative
pronoun
+
ِ ّس
Past (v.)
+
ٍٝع
Preposition
+
ت٠لس
Noun in
genitive case

No. of
Translation
1

TL
Text
as

Semantic

2

Such
as

+

3

communicative

+

+
Like

Discussion :
The SL text preceded by the conjunction (ٚ .The noun which
is in genitive case is the relative pronoun ٞ اٌرpreceded by the
redundant particle (kaf). The verb
( ّ )ِسis in past tense. (ٍٝ )عis the preposition and (ت٠ )لسis a noun in
genitive case. The analysis of the text reveals that renderings have
provided various equivalents to (kaf). Rendering no. 1 and 2 are
realized by the conjunction (such as and as). Rendering no. 3 is realized
by the verb (like). The translators have rendered the text semantically.
We agree with rendering no. 3.
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SL Text (9) :
97 : إٌسب

ّ ِ بَٝ َوفَٚ " : ِثبي
" ًدا١ِٙ بّللِ َش

TL Texts:
1. " And Sufficient Allah as witness "
(AL- Nisa : 79) (Saheeh international (trans),1997 : 114)
2. " And Allah suffices as ever - witnessing "
(Ghali (trans), 2005:90)
3. " And Allah is sufficient as witness "
(AL-Hilali and khan (trans), 2007 :121)
Interpretation :
Allah told Muhammad he is the messenger of him. He has to
fulfill the mission and Allah is enough to be witness. The implicated
meaning is (دا١ٙ ّللا شٝ( )وفAL –Sabuni :1981 : VoL:5: 112 – 113).
Analysis of Text (9) :
SL Text
(ٚ)
Conjunction
+
ٝوف
Past (v.)
+
اٌبب
Redundant
particle
+
ّللا
Subject of ٝ وفin
genitive case
+
دا١ٙش
object

No. of
Translation

TL
Text

Semantic

1

__

+

__
2

3

+

__
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Discussion :
The SL text consists of a verbal clause preceded by the
conjunction (ٚ).
The verb (ٝ )وفis in past tense. The glorious word ( )ّللاis the subject of
the verb ٝ وفwhich is in the genitive case. The object of the verb ٝوف
is (دا١ٙ)ش. The analysis of the text reveals that all renderings have
dropped the additional particle
( )اٌبب. The translators have
rendered the SL text semantically. We agree with the rendering no. 3.
SL Text (10) :
) ٗٙ : فصٍج

"  ْد١ة ِِظَالَ ٍَ ٌٍ َعب
ِ َِب َ َزبُهٚ " : ِثبي

TL Texts:
1. " And your lord is not ever unjust to (his) servants "
(Fussilat : 46) (Saheeh international (trans),
1997 : 677)
2." And in no way is your lord in the least unjust to (his) slaves "
(Ghali (trans), 2005 : 46)
3.. " And your lord is not at all unjust to (His) slaves "
(AL-Hilali and khan (trans), 2007 : 651)
Interpretation :
It means that Allah is not unjust .(Ibn- Katheer :2004:
VoL:7:123)
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Analysis of Text (10) :
SL Text
ٚاٌٛا
Conjunction
+
ِب
Negative
particle
+
ّزة
Subject
+
ن
Pronoun
+
اٌبب
Redundant
particle
+
َّظال
Predicate
+
َاٌال
Preposition
+
د١عب
Noun in
genitive case

No.of
Translation

TL
Text

Semantic communicative

1

---

+

2

---

+

3

---

+

Discussion :
The SL text consists of one clause preceded by the conjunction
(ٚ). The nominal clause contains the negative particle ( )ِبcome before
the subject of the clause ( )زبهwhich consists of the noun ( ّ )زةplus the
pronoun()ن. The redundant particle (  )اٌببhas connected with the
predicate of the clause (َّ )ظالwhich is in the genitive case verbally. The
word (د١ )ٌٍعبconsists of the preposition (َ )اٌالplus the genitive noun
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(د١)عب. The analysis of the text reveals that all renderings have dropped
the additional particle ( )اٌبب. Translator 1 and 2 have rendered the text
semantically. Rendering 3 has rendered it communicatively. We agree
with rendering no.3.
Conclusion :
Throughout the analysis of the Qur`anic texts rendered from
Arabic into English
the present study has come up with the
following:
1. The redundant particles which are of two types : prepositions ( ِٓ
, اٌبب
 )اٌىبand the negative particle ; ِبalways used to
strengthening meaning of a sentence.
2. Redundant particles are optional in Arabic, that is, omitting any
particle will do no harm to the structure and meaning of any
sentence
3. The translators in most of the renderings use the semantic
translation approach.The communicative translation approach is
rarely used.
4. There are differences in choosing a suitable equivalent for some
redundant particles because of the influence of the Qur`anic
context as illustrated below :
1. (Bẫ) has no equivalent absolutely in all examples.
2. (kaf) has no equivalent when it is connected with the word (ً)ِث
as in sample no. 7. whereas it has various equivalents (such as,
like, as) in sample no.8
3.(min) has been rendered into negative words (either, neither and
no as in sample no. 4, (any in no. 5) and (any as in no. 6).
4. (ma) was rendered into (whatever as in no. 1) and (some in no.3).
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الخالصــــة
تع ا ال راس رةاااو را ااع ت د رات ا ت ااسث علااع

ااعمس راحولااو ل م ا س ام ا فمو ا

متعل اات تتةحو ااو اس رد را ما ا سر فا ا را ا اةال را ا اةمي ةا ااع رالن ااو ر ل لم م ااو

ما ا

مو اال ال

ل فظ علع راوعلع راتأ مسي اهاه ردس رد راو حا س فا راالص رد ال علاس تةحوتها ةااع
رالنااو راهااس ذ اااهر تهااس
را ةال را ةمي

راس رةاااو ةاااع ةمحا س را ااال د رال مااو راس امااو اهااه ردس رد ف ا

مالمو فهوه فا رالناو ر ل لم ماو ت اسمي تةحواو و ةتاو ا ما د راتا يا دماس

راس رةااو علااس رارااة ةرذ ي ااهر تالتااةد راس رةاااو عاسي حا س تفا تت فا تةحوااو اس رد ا ما سر
واال رالنااو راعةتمااو ةاااع رالنااو ر ل لم مااو واال رال مااو رال مااو ذ تالتااةد امر ا ال راااام ت
عل ة اا ا فا تةحوتها لظا رة فاتل

رداا

رالناو راعةتماو ر ل لم ماو فا فهوااذ علاع ياهر

تااي راااتفسري عصاةر ل ا ص دةالمااو

دس اظهةد رالت ئل رات راتفل د

رعتواسد االث لاا وتةحوااو ال اةرل را اةميذ

و تلك راالةرم دذ
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